Increased risk of developing lung cancer in Asian patients carrying the TERT rs2736098 G>A polymorphism: evidence from 3,354 cases and 3,518 controls
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Background: The association between telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) rs2736098 G>A and risk of lung cancer (LC) remains inconclusive. To explore the association more precisely, we performed a comprehensive search and conducted a meta-analysis on all eligible case–control studies involving 3,354 cases and 3,518 controls.

Methods: The 95% confidence interval (95% CI) and the pooled odds ratio (OR) were calculated using a random or fixed effect model. Publication bias, heterogeneity, and sensitivity analysis were also explored.

Results: All studies were case–control studies on LC in patients of Asian descent, consisting of one Korean study and five Chinese studies. Overall, the variant A allele of TERT rs2736098 G>A was found to significantly increase the risk of LC in all genetic models (GA vs GG: OR = 1.13, 95% CI = 1.02–1.25, P = 0.017; AA vs GG: OR = 1.78, 95% CI = 1.53–2.07, P < 0.001; GA/AA vs GG: OR = 1.25, 95% CI = 1.14–1.38, P < 0.001; AA vs GA/GG: OR = 1.66, 95% CI = 1.45–1.92, P < 0.001). In the subgroup analysis, significant associations were found in Chinese group and hospital-based studies. Different genotype test methods showed no influence on the final results.

Conclusion: Our study identified that TERT rs2736098 G>A polymorphism significantly increased the risk of LC in Asian populations.
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Introduction

Worldwide, lung cancer (LC) is one of the most frequent cancers and the leading cause of cancer-related death.1 It has been estimated that there would be nearly 224,210 newly diagnosed cases and 159,260 deaths caused by LC in United States in 2014.2 The rates of LC are increasing in People’s Republic of China and several other countries in Asia and Africa, where smoking is becoming more prevalent.1 Approximately 80% of the 1.3 billion current smokers worldwide live in low- and middle-income countries, with over 300 million in People’s Republic of China alone.1 Far and away, the greatest cause of LC is the exposure to tobacco smoke through active or passive smoking.1 However, some nonsmokers can also develop LC, suggesting that other risk factors, such as genetic susceptibility, might be of tremendous importance in the development of the disease.3,4

Recently, independent genome-wide association studies (GWAS)5–11 have identified that single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in some chromosomal regions (such as 15q25, 5p15, and 6p21), which contain genes that regulate nicotinic acetylcholine...
receptor (nAChR) and telomerase production, are significantly associated with the risk of LC. In addition, 5p15.33, a crucial genomic region for telomere biology, was recently identified as a susceptibility region for LC, where telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) and cleft lip and palate transmembrane 1-like gene (CLPTM1L) are located.6,12–17

A common genetic variant, TERT rs2736098, which is located on chromosome 5p15.33, was identified as a susceptibility locus for LC recently in a combined analysis of Icelandic and European sample sets.15 Moreover, several GWAS have investigated the role of the TERT rs2736098 polymorphism in the etiology of LC among Asians, but the results were inconclusive.

Hence, a meta-analysis of six eligible studies18–23 involving 3,354 cases and 3,518 controls was performed to derive a more precise estimation of the overall risk of rs2736098 polymorphism associated with the risk of LC in Asians.

Materials and methods
Identification and eligibility of relevant studies
We searched PubMed, Embase, and MEDLINE (updated to April 30, 2015) using the following search terms: “rs2736098”, “TERT”, “5p15.33”, “genetic susceptibility”, “SNP”, “polymorphism” or “variation”, and “lung cancer”. The literature search was limited to published English manuscripts. The studies selected for our meta-analysis met the following criteria: 1) evaluated the TERT rs2736098 polymorphism and LC risk, 2) the use of a case–control design, and 3) available genotype frequency. We also manually reviewed the reference lists to identify additional relevant studies. This study was a meta-analysis; all the studies we explored provided ethics statements and a statement of informed consent.

Data extraction
Two investigators independently extracted the published data according to the following subjects and reached a consensus on all the items in cases of discordance: the first author’s name, year, country, ethnicity, source of controls, and numbers of genotyped cases and controls. Data were extracted separately whenever possible.

Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed using the Stata software (Version 10.0; StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA) using two-sided P-values. The strength of the association between the TERT rs2736098 polymorphism and the risk of LC was assessed by the odds ratio (OR) and the 95% confidence interval (95% CI). The significance of the pooled ORs was determined using the Z-test. The pooled ORs were obtained from the combination of individual studies by heterozygote comparison (GA vs GG), homozygote comparison (AA vs GG), a dominant model (GA/AA vs GG), and a recessive model (AA vs GA/GG). A P-value lesser than 0.05/4 (0.0125) was accepted for statistical significance after Bonferroni correction; multiple comparisons were made four times. Both the P-statistic for quantifying the proportion of the total variation due to heterogeneity and Cochran’s Q-statistic for testing heterogeneity were calculated to estimate heterogeneity among the selected studies.24–25 If the P-value (Q-test) was >0.05, indicating a lack of heterogeneity across studies, the summary ORs were calculated using the fixed effects model (the Mantel–Haenszel method).26 Otherwise, the random effects model (DerSimonian–Laird method) was used.27 Stratified analyses were also performed by country, source of controls, and genotyping method. Egger’s linear regression test and Funnel plots were used to assess the potential publication bias.28 To evaluate the stability of the results, we performed the sensitivity analyses by deleting one single study each time of the meta-analysis to show the influence of the individual data to the summary ORs.

Results
Characteristics of studies
Figure 1 illustrates the study selection process. A total of six eligible studies that met all inclusion criteria, involving 3,354 cases and 3,518 controls, were included in the pooled analyses. The main characteristics of these studies are shown in Table 1. All studies were case–control studies on LC in patients of Asian descent, consisting of one Korean study and five Chinese studies. Controls in four studies were hospital-based, and other two were population-based. The TERT SNP rs2736098 was genotyped by the TaqMan methodology in three studies and by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in others.

Quantitative synthesis
The evaluation of the associations between the TERT rs2736098 polymorphism and the susceptibility to LC are presented in Table 2. Overall, the variant A allele of TERT rs2736098 G>A could significantly increase the risk of LC in all genetic models (heterozygote comparison, GA vs GG: OR =1.13, 95% CI =1.02–1.25, 1.25, 95% CI =1.14–1.38, P<0.001, F=0%; recessive
Table 1 Characteristics of literatures included in the meta-analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Hospital controls</th>
<th>Source of controls</th>
<th>Genotyping method</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>HWE</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choi et al.</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Population</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>People's Republic of China</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>People's Republic of China</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gao et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>People's Republic of China</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>People's Republic of China</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>People's Republic of China</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>People's Republic of China</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>People's Republic of China</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: HWE, Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium; PCR, polymerase chain reaction.

Figure 1 Flow diagram summarizing the search strategy.

6 studies included in quantitative synthesis (n=69)
6 studies included in qualitative synthesis (n=6)
Full-text articles assessed for eligibility (n=23)
Records screened on base of abstract (n=49)
Clations identified and screened (n=19)
14 excluded 8 not for cancer research 5 not case-control studies
25 excluded 18 not for cancer research 6 not human studies 1 review
30 excluded 23 not for cancer research 5 not case-control studies

Considering the control source, studies with hospital-based controls showed elevated risks in three genetic comparisons: AA vs GG: OR = 1.76, 95% CI = 1.21–2.54, P = 0.003; GA vs GG: OR = 1.78, 95% CI = 1.14–2.74, P = 0.005 (Figures 2, 3–5).

Additionally, in the analysis stratified by countries, all genetic comparisons except heterozygote comparison produced significantly increased risks in the Chinese group (AA vs GG: OR = 1.12, 95% CI = 1.02–1.23, P = 0.003; AA vs GA/GG: OR = 1.66, 95% CI = 1.45–1.92, P < 0.001, I² = 0%; GA vs GG: OR = 1.14, 95% CI = 1.02–1.28, P = 0.030, I² = 0%; AA vs GA/GG: OR = 1.78, 95% CI = 1.14–2.74, P = 0.005).

However, significant results were detected only in homozygote comparison and recessive model among Korean group (AA vs GG: OR = 1.12, 95% CI = 1.00–1.26, P = 0.049; AA vs GA/GG: OR = 1.78, 95% CI = 1.17–2.74, P = 0.005).

For personal use only.
GA/AA vs GG: OR = 1.27, 95% CI = 1.134–1.43, P < 0.001, F = 0%; AA vs GA/ GG: OR = 1.67, 95% CI = 1.43–1.97, P < 0.001, F = 0%). In the studies with population-based controls, significant associations were observed in homozygote comparison (AA vs GG: OR = 1.73, 95% CI = 1.28–2.35, P < 0.001, F = 0%) and recessive model (AA vs GA/ GG: OR = 1.63, 95% CI = 1.22–2.18, P = 0.001, F = 0%), but not in dominant model (GA/AA vs GG: OR = 1.22, 95% CI = 1.02–1.45, P = 0.028, F = 0%) and heterozygote comparison (GA vs GG: OR = 1.12, 95% CI = 0.94–1.35, P = 0.214, F = 0%). In the subgroup analysis by genotype test methods, we observed significant association in three genetic comparisons (homozygote comparison, dominant model, and recessive model) in both groups using the TaqMan and PCR method (Table 2).

**Test of heterogeneity**

When evaluating the association between the TERT rs2736098 polymorphism and the risk of LC, we found that there was no significant heterogeneity for the heterozygote comparison (GA vs GG: P = 0.987, F = 0%), homozygote comparison (AA vs GG: P = 0.893, F = 0%), dominant model comparison (GA/AA vs GG: P = 0.953, F = 0%), and recessive model comparison (AA vs GA/ GG: P = 0.946, F = 0%), which indicated that the ethnicity, control source, and genotype test methods in these six studies were similar and equilibrium.

**Sensitivity analysis**

To evaluate the stability of the results, we performed sensitivity analyses by deleting one single study each time in the meta-analysis, but the corresponding pooled ORs were not altered materially, suggesting that the results of our meta-analyses were statistically stable and reliable (data not shown).

**Publication bias**

Egger’s test and Begg’s funnel plot were carried out to assess the publication bias of our meta-analyses. Egger’s test was used to provide statistical evidence of funnel plot symmetry. Results did not show any obvious publication bias (GA/AA vs GG: P = 0.491). The shape of the funnel plots revealed no evidence of obvious asymmetry (Figure 3 shows the funnel plot of the overall GA/AA vs GG comparisons).

**Discussion**

In the current meta-analysis, we ascertained, first, that the TERT rs2736098 G>A polymorphism was significantly
associated with increased risk of LC in Asians. In the subgroup analysis, significant associations were found in Chinese group and hospital-based studies. Different genotype test methods showed no influence to the final results.

The TERT gene has been mapped to chromosome 5p15.33, which consists of 16 exons and 15 introns spanning 35 kb of genomic DNA. TERT is the rate-limiting catalytic subunit of the telomerase enzyme required for maintenance of telomere DNA length. The length of telomeres gradually decreases with each cell division, increasing age, or mutations in structural proteins. It has been known that telomere is essential for the preservation of chromosomal integrity and stability, cellular immortality, and various carcinogeneses. Human telomerase activity is suppressed in most somatic tissues during differentiation but strongly upregulated in tumors. Additionally, telomerase may drive tumor progression and metastasis by activation of the glycolytic pathway. Telomere dysfunction is an essential feature in carcinogenesis, implicating the involvement of in multiple cancers, including that of breast, head and neck, bladder, cervical, colorectal, glioma, and hepatocellular carcinoma.

TERT rs2736098 is localized to the second exon of the telomerase gene TERT. Zhang et al found that the rs2736098 A allele contributed significantly to hepatocellular carcinoma risk. In a Polish study of 1,995 breast cancer cases and 2,296 controls, Savage et al found no evidence that the TERT rs2736098 polymorphism at 5p15.33 was associated with breast cancer risk. Recently, independent GWAS have focused on the association between TERT rs2736098 and LC risk. This SNP was first identified as a susceptibility locus for LC in a combined analysis of Icelandic and European sample sets. More recently, a study of 501 cancer cases in Chinese women and 576 cancer-free controls also found that the variant allele of rs2736098 was significantly associated with increased risk of LC, especially in lung adenocarcinomas.

Although several studies have investigated the role of rs2736098 polymorphism in LC risk, the clinical relevance of this polymorphic gene remains inconclusive. Thus,
this meta-analysis of the association between the \textit{TERT} rs2736098 G$>$A polymorphisms and risk of LC was performed. The present meta-analysis, comprising 3,354 cases and 3,518 controls, explored the association between \textit{TERT} rs2736098 polymorphisms and LC risk. It was observed that the \textit{TERT} rs2736098 polymorphism was significantly correlated with increased risk of LC. In the stratified analysis by countries, control groups, and genotype test methods, similar results were found in these subgroups. Our meta-analysis proved that A allele of \textit{TERT} rs2736098 G$>$A variant was a low-penetrant risk factor for the development of LC.

As with all meta-analyses, some limitations of our analysis might have affected the objectivity of the conclusions, which must be considered when interpreting the results. First, further evaluation of the potential interactions was limited because of the lack of original data in some studies, such as pathological subtypes of cancer. Second, unadjusted estimates were applied in our meta-analysis owing to the lack of adjusted estimates, which might have caused serious confounding bias. A more precise evaluation should be conducted if more detailed individual data become available, such as age, sex, smoking states, and histological types. Third, because all the patients in the six studies were Asians, we could not infer the risk in Europeans due to the differences in genetic backgrounds and environmental and lifestyle contexts (such as dietary habits and tobacco smoke). \textsuperscript{12}

In spite of certain limitations, the present meta-analysis provided significant information. First, we estimated the association conclusively between the \textit{TERT} rs2736098 G$>$A polymorphism and LC risk, and further showed the significant association especially among Chinese rather than Korean population. This study may also provide a potential genetic marker and new insight into the etiology of LC. Second, substantial numbers of cases and controls were pooled from different studies, which significantly increased the statistical power of the analysis and made our meta-analysis more comprehensive and persuasive. Third, no heterogeneity and publication biases were detected, indicating that the results were likely reliable and unbiased.

\textbf{Conclusion}

In conclusion, our meta-analysis suggests that the \textit{TERT} rs2736098 G$>$A polymorphism is associated with increased risk of LC among Asians. The insight from this study predicts the \textit{TERT} rs2736098 G$>$A polymorphism as a potential genetic marker in the etiology of LC and will probably be a potential therapeutic target for new drugs. Nevertheless, we suggest that larger and well-designed multicentric studies including samples stratified by a genetic–environmental interaction should be carried out to fully clarify the roles of the \textit{TERT} rs2736098 polymorphisms in the etiology of LC.
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Figure S1 Forest plot from the meta-analysis of TERT rs2736098 G>A polymorphism on lung cancer risk using heterozygote genetic model. **Abbreviations:** CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio.

Figure S2 Forest plot from the meta-analysis of TERT rs2736098 G>A polymorphism on lung cancer risk using homozygote genetic model. **Abbreviations:** CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio.
**Figure S3** Forest plot from the meta-analysis of TERT rs2736098 G>A polymorphism on lung cancer risk using recessive genetic model.

**Abbreviations:** CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio.
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